
- a web-based tool for visualization and exploratory analysis of resistome data 

In this manual, we will go through the analysis of resistome data using an ARG list as input.
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Welcome to

The key features include:



In this manual, you will encounter blue and red dialog boxes.

Blue dialogs indicate explanations and details for different functions in each page, while 
red dialogs indicate actions that will move forward with the analysis to a new screen or a 

download option for a visualization/analysis. 

The question mark icons are available in ResistoXplorer.
If you hove over it, a short explanation about that item will appear.

Throughout this manual you will also find additional explanations 
about the functionalities of ResistoXplorer following this icon.?



In the front page of ResistoXplorer, you can select one of the three options for input data:
ARG list    /// ARG table /// Integration

In this manual, we 
will work with a list 

of antimicrobial 
resistance genes 

(ARG), so click here 
to proceed.



You will be then directed to the upload screen where you can add your data.

Choose your preferred database. Currently, 
ResistoXplorer supports six databases for this 
input: ResFinder; CARD; ARDB; BacMet; 
MARDy; and Antimicrobial peptide (AMP).

***Please note that the input 
format is different depending on 
the selected database. More 
details are available in the next 
slide.

Add your list of resistance 
genes in this text box.

Optional: Add your list 
together with fold change or 
abundance values.

Optional: To explore the 
functionality of ResistoXplorer, 

you can use an example dataset.

In this manual, we will use the 
example database provided by 

ResistoXplorer. So tick the check 
box for example gene list dataset 
just above. To proceed with the 
analysis, finally click on ‘Submit’



Data format

Each database can present a different data format, so please make sure that your gene list is in accordance with 
the database you will use. Otherwise you might not get any hits. 

For instance, the example dataset used in ResistoXplorer is formatted according to ResFinder, so if you select a 
different database you might get fewer hits or none at all. For more information, please refer to the ‘Data 
format’ section in the homepage of ResistoXplorer.

Here below, we show how some of the formatting can look like:

?

ResFinder CARD ARDB BacMet Antimicrobial peptide (AMP)



How do I my get a list of resistance genes for analysis??
A list of resistance genes for analysis can be obtained in a variety of ways.

For instance, if the user has any genome or species of interest, it is possible to download the annotation directly 
from the databases and upload them into ResistoXplorer. If the interest is in a sequenced metagenomic sample, 
after upstream processing, the full list of genes can be uploaded into ResistoXplorer as well with the option of 
including abundance data. 

Importantly, genes that are not involved with resistance or that are not included in the databases supported by 
ResistoXplorer do not need to be excluded by the user from the initial list of genes because they will be 
automatically excluded them from the analysis during data processing. 

Of note, the list has to be formatted to the database of interest as seen in the previous slide. For more 
information, please refer to the ‘Data format’ section in the homepage of ResistoXplorer.



Genes uploaded in 
the previous page.

Information regarding 
the microbial host for 

the referred gene.

Class and mechanism of 
function for each ARG.

Available literature

When ready, click here for the 

‘Network Builder’ function.

You can download 
this data in .csv 

format by clicking 
here.

You can 

choose to 

exclude any 

ARGs from 

the analysis, 

and you can 

always go 

back to the 

start of the 

analysis by 

clicking on 

reset. 

Based on your selections, a table will be shown containing all information regarding 
the list added during the upload step. See how it looks with the example dataset: 



You can choose to filter the 
interactions to any desired cutoff. 
This is useful, for instance, if you 
want to focus on the strongest 

networks observed in the samples

Once you have filtered and 
selected the data you want to 
visualize, you can click here to 

be redirected to the customizable 
network visualization.

By clicking here, you can 
download each interaction 

network.

This is the ‘Network Builder’ panel, where you get an overview of the interactions 
observed in the data uploaded into ResistoXplorer.



Here you can explore 
the functions of the 

network. Remember to 
click submit after you 
make your selection.

These drop-down menus can be used 
to customize the visualization of the 
data as preferred by you. Feel free to 

play around with the options

You can change the color of 
each node by selecting a 

color here, and then double 
clicking the nodes you would 

like changed.

You can select and 
exclude any particular 

node here. 



Each node in the network is 
not fixed, so you can click 

and drag any of them to edit 
your network. 

In this example we see 
genes as purple round 
nodes. While microbes 

are in square shape and 
in yellow.

We can see, for instance, 
that the E. coli nodule is 

connected to several 
resistance genes. If we click 

and drag, all of its 
connections will move with it.

You can also zoom in and out 
using the scroll button or 

using this menu here.



To select a node, you 
can check its box in the 

right panel. If you 
uncheck the box, you 
will unselect the node.

You can highlight nodes by 
double-clicking on them. As we 

seen before, this will select them 
and change their color to the one 

in the top panel.



If you want to 
highlight the shared 
connections between 
two nodes, you can 

select them here and 
click on ‘Shared’ in the 
‘Highlight’ drop-down 
menu. To finalize, click 

on ’Submit’.



You can also explore the 
function enrichment 

option. Click on 
‘Functional category’, 

select ‘Phenotype’, and 
click on ‘Submit’.



Now you can observe that 
resistance phenotype to 
sulfamethoxazole was 

enriched in this dataset, and 
there are two antibiotic 

resistance genes connected to 
this phenotype. Click here.



Now you see that the 
two genes connected 
to this phenotype are 

highlighted in the 
network.



In addition, as the genes 
sul1 and sul2 are 

highlighted, here in the 
bottom right you will find 
more information about 
them. Importantly, the 

information is connected to 
the reference from each 
database – in this case, 

ResFinder

If the selected item is a 
microbe, you will find a 

link to the NCBI 
database.



Let’s try to change the 
background color to white, 
and look at the expression 
values since we added the 
optional abundance data at 

the start of this manual.



Now the color of the 
background has changed to 
white and we can see the 
expression values for the 

antibiotic resistance genes.

The expression values are in 
a green-red gradient, 

meaning that higher values 
will be shown in red. This can 

be confirmed by looking at 
the uploaded ARG list.



Now the color of the 
background has changed to 
white and we can see the 
expression values for the 

antibiotic resistance genes.

The expression values are in 
a green-red gradient, 

meaning that higher values 
will be shown in red. This can 

be confirmed by looking at 
the uploaded ARG list.



There is also a variety of 
different layouts that can 
be employed, such as the 
Fruchterman-Reingold.



Let’s go back to the start say 
we want to isolate all the nodes 

connected to genes sul1 and 
sul2 in the network.

So we select genes 
sul1 and sul2 here. 
And click submit. 



Now all connections are 
highlighted. So we click here 

to extract.



This is the isolated network 
map for these two genes.

The image can be 
downloaded here in 

several formats.



How do I identify important nodes in my network? ?
The position of the nodes within the network will reveal their importance in terms of connection with other 
antibiotic resistance genes and microbial hosts. 

Consequently, changes in the most important positions of the network will have more impact as opposed to less 
important or more peripheral positions. This means that if you try to ‘click and drag’ an important node, it will 
carry several other smaller nodes with it. Their position will not change, but you will see that the lines 
connecting them follow the more important node.

The degree centrality indicates the number of connections to other nodes (the node with the highest degree of 
centrality will act as a hub of the network), while the betweenness centrality measures the number of shortest 
paths going through the node considering the whole network (the node with the highest betweenness centrality  
controls the flow of information in the network). Each of the measures is independent. 

In addition, you can also double click several nodes to select them, and extract them to a new network. With 
this, you can focus on your ARGs of interest. Or you can use this to analyze parts of the network separately.



THIS MANUAL IS FINISHED.

To explore more features of ResistoXplorer based on different input data,
please check our manuals for ARG table and Integration.

Thank you for using
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